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By Laird Hunt

Coffee House Press, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A tender love story related in the dark, stylish noir of continental cinema and overlaid with a
patina of Surrealism, this is also a mediation about how we cope with unimaginable tragedy (like
those of the main characters, one of whom lost their entire family and the other who lost a lover to
unspeakable violence) and how we battle the demons that accompany it. The main character
describes the buildings of this Barcelona-like, nameless city as designed by the sort of visionary /
crackpot who every generation or so arises in great metropolises and pulls fistfuls of the future out
of his pockets and smears them all over the present. The same could be said of Laird Hunt, a
visionary writer, whose work, like Antoni Gaudi s architecture, heralds the future. Laird Hunt has
developed a tech-savvy cult following and is a favorite among literary bloggers. A reading from his
debut novel was one of the first live, literary web casts, and the promotion for his previous book
included an official filmed trailer (viewable at YouTube) and a video, shot by lit blogger Bud Parr...
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Here is the finest publication we have read right up until now. It is actually writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way in fact it is only right after i finished reading this book in which basically changed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V

I just started out reading this ebook. We have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna study yet again again in the future. I found out this book
from my dad and i encouraged this publication to find out.
-- K r istoffer  K uhic-- K r istoffer  K uhic
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